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Plain English video course 

E-mails and general writing: 

Paragraphs and structure 

 

Exercise 1: Correct the mistakes in the following openings. 

1. Dear John Smith.. 

2. Hi Ms Johnson! 

3. Dear Robinson, Mr Michael 

4. Dear Mrs /Miss Metcalfe 

 

Exercise 2: Correct the mistakes in the following endings. 

1. Best wishes, Peterson, Andrew 

2. Lots of love, Jimmy 

3. Sincerely yours, Michael J Fox 

4. Many regards, Daniel Trump 

 

Exercise 3: What is wrong with the following subject lines? 

1. about that meeting we had the other day 

2. Urgent!! 

3. To follow up on and clarify points arising from the monthly sales meeting held last 

Thursday 

4. To Peter Tomkinson 
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Exercise 4: Link the pairs of sentences together with an appropriate 
linking word or phrase.  

Example: We didn’t cover everything we planned to. We need to set up another meeting 

We didn’t cover everything we planned to SO we have to set up another meeting. 

1. John has been working very hard recently. I’m not sure he’s ready for promotion 

yet. 

2. We lost 15% in market share last month. We have to invest more in advertising  

3. There will be some difficulties changing the way we work. We still need to try it.  

4. Working from home is a good option for most people. It saves the company money 

too. 

 

Exercise 5: Extended task. You can ask for feedback on this exercise, 
please see full instructions below. 

Look at the following key sentences from an email. Extend each sentence into a 

paragraph of no more than 7 lines. Don’t forget to include a subject line, who it is to, 

your address and an appropriate greeting and sign off. 

Paragraph 1: I’m writing to give details of our new project 

Paragraph 2: There will be 3 different teams working on the project 

Paragraph 3: It is important we finish the project on time 

Paragraph 4: Successful completion of this project will bring many benefits to 

our company. 

 

If you’d like to get feedback from a British Council teacher on your written piece of work, 

please send it to us via email to Kyiv.MyClassWriting@britishcouncil.org.ua indicating 

“Plain English video course” and the title of this video, e.g. “Giving advice”, in the topic 

of your email. 
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Answers 

Exercise 1. 

Dear Mr Smith 

Dear Ms Johnson 

Dear Mr Robinson 

Dear Ms Metcalfe

 

Exercise 2. 

Best wishes,  

Andrew Peterson  

Regards,  

Jimmy  

Best wishes/regards 

Michael J Fox  

Regards,  

Daniel Trump 

 

Exercise 3. 

not clear or detailed enough  

no topic  

too long and complex  

this is for the ‘to’ line, not the subject line 

 

Exercise 4. Suggested answers. 

1. Although John has been working very hard recently, I’m not sure he’s ready for promotion yet. 

2. We lost 15% in market share recently. For this reason we have to invest more in advertising. 

3. Despite the fact there will be some difficulties changing the way we work, we still need to try it. 

4. Not only is working from home a good option for most people, it also saves the company money 

5. As we want to make our products more accessible for younger people, we’re going to rebrand and 

update our image. 

6. While we’ve increased our market share in some areas, we’ve lost market share in others. 

7. On the one hand I don’t want to make anybody redundant, but on the other I do want to cut costs 

8. Either we find new premises or we increase prices. 
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9. There has been a large increase in the number of competitors on the market. This means that we 

have lost some custom. 

10. More people are working from home. Because of this, travel costs have reduced. 
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